An SV40 mutant defective in VP4 expression exhibits a temperature-sensitive growth defect.
On reexamination of temperature-sensitive D-type (tsD) mutants of simian virus 40 (SV40), we found that the tsD222 mutant is identical to the VP2 M228I mutant, which is defective in VP4 expression, at the nucleotide level. Although a previous study reported that lack of VP4 caused defects in viral dissemination in BSC-1 cells, this mutant showed a temperature-sensitive growth defect in CV-1 cells. tsD101:VP3 Q113K and tsD202:VP3 P108S exhibited a growth phenotype similar to that of tsD222, and they retained the VP4 open reading frame (ORF). These three mutants did not complement each other, suggesting that their defects were functionally indistinguishable. Transduction of the SV40 vector expressing wild-type VP4 in tsD222-infected cells did not ameliorate the growth defect at the non-permissive temperature. The results indicate that tsD mutation in minor capsid proteins has a more profound impact on viral propagation, and that lack of VP4 ORF seems to have little influence on viral growth.